TOWARDS  A   DEMOCRATIC  REPUBLIC
phenomenon was both widespread and admired. Not only
could the quotations given from Michelet be paralleled from
his contemporaries but they reveal a dangerous state of mind
which is not confined to the Republicans of 1848, but runs
through French political literature in an unbroken thread. We
do not, of course, imply that this temper was, or is, special
to France. The myth of the Chosen Nation has never been
without its misguided adepts in these islands; and the slogans
of Greater Germany or Greater Italy are as destructive of
international morality as Michelet's invocation to the sacred
bayonets of France.
The rest of Michelet's works are but a variation on various
aspects of the same theme—in particular his History of France,
which is but a paean of praise to the great people of France.
The meaning of this stress laid on the people is best realized
by pointing out to what other conceptions it is opposed.
France was made by the people, says Michelet, not by the
nobility or the kings or the Church, especially not by the
Church. Michelet's views on this last point altered somewhat
as time went on ; his most recent biographer, M. Guehenno,
shows how a certain early respect for the civilizing and edu-
cating function of the Church in the Middle Ages became a
hostility so violent that another biographer, Gabriel Monod,
felt able to summarize his work as a fight against the Church,
a plan of war against her: while, although not an irreligious
man, he saw in Voltaire " a Revolution in human form . . .
the upholder of the immortal flag of religious freedom." This
view of history, running as it did so counter to hitherto pre-
vailing accounts, aroused a stream of opposition from Catholic
quarters. It is difficult for us to realize, in twentieth-century
England, what an effort it was for a French historian to praise
the Reformation as the deliverance of nationality, to condemn
the massacre of Saint Bartholomew and the revocation of the
Edict of Nantes in the very name of that national unity that
had hitherto been their somewhat shamefaced justification,
and to insist that France, however Christian her traditions,
had never been wholly Catholic. These are truisms now; they
were not in 1846,
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